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Monday, August 27, 1973

Procedures, Goals in Coming }'ear
Previewed in Senate Workshop
By JIM ARNHOLZ
In a workshop conducted
Friday by ASUNM vice-president
Janice Arnold and veteran
senators Gil Gonzales and Ernesto
Gomez, newly elected senators
were told how the legislative
process operates, changes in the
process for this year and the goals
of the 1973-74 senate.
The major change in the senate
process wiJJ be the attachment of
a cover sheet to all bills.
Arnold, saying the quality of
past legislation "stinks," said the
purpose of the cover sheet is to
provide the committee reviewing
the bill with basic information
that had been lacking in the past.
· Gonzales, Arnold's nominee for
Finance Committee chairman,
said, "The committees spend too
much time on simple details. lt's a
waste of time. With the cover
sheet providing this information
the committee's work will be
simplified and more accurate
results will be seen.
"In the past a senator -would
just scribble down something on a
piece of paper, hand it to the
secretary and she would type it up
in bill form."
Clearer Meaning
Gonzales said the. primary
purpose of the cornmittee_s is to
clean up biUs grammatically so
when the bill goes to the senate
floor it's intent is clear.
Gonzales emphasized the
importance of the finance
committee's work.

"We are entrusted with over
$250,000 by the students. It must
be handled correctly.
''We are by no means sitting on
a pedestal with the power of
money to use as we wish," he
said.
Both Gonzales and Sen.
Ernesto Gomez warned the
newcomers. against letting
committee recommendations
intimidate them.
Gonzales said, "Whether you
get a recommendation of pass, do
not pass, or no recommendation,
you should not let this sway your
opinion. If you have a question
ask it."
Gomez added, ''Minority
reports can be powerful. Many
times you will find facts
overJooked by the committee.
Determine Meaning
"The function of committees,
and especially the Steering
committee, is to determine the
intent of the biD. The committee
will clarify the meaning and clean
up the grammar.
"The author of the bill has the
right, however, to be present at
the committee hearing to insure
that the intent of his biD is not
changed," Gomez said.
The second type of legislation
discussed was the resolution. The
resolution is usually an expression
of opinion on current affairs in
society, the administration or
another ASUNM branch of
government.
Arnold stressed that unless the

resolution is followed up with
careful research and the
introduction of more meaningful
legislation it would be a waste of
time. 'She empha.sized the
importance of the language of the
bill being explicit and to the
point.
''There must be no mistake
about the meaning of the bill,"
she said.
Gomez added, "Resolutions are
not law. If your resolution is
passed don't expect any action on
it unless you follow it up,"
The senators ther) moved to the
matter of internal business.
Arnold explained internal business
dealt wth the functioning of the
senate itself. She stressed the
importance of the cover sheet in
this area.
When introducing a bill dealing
with internal business ·you must
be sure to include the existing law
and a complete description of the
proposed change," she said.
Gonzales said "You must
recognize that the laws are not
perfect. You may find
contradictions and omissions in
many of them. This is where we
can change. Don't go into the
senate with the idea that it is
perfect. It isn't. The' senate is
continually changing in order to
function more effectively."
Arnold then discussed a 11 very
sensitive area;
that of
presidential appointments.
"The Presidential
Appointments Committee is
(Continued on Page 6)

World
Nez:vs
By United Press International
LONDON (UPI)-Scotland Yam cautioned Britons Sunday
not to touch any unexpected letter or package which could
be a bomb from the Irish Republican Army.
The defense ministry warned that the IRA could be·
planning to kidnap and execute hitchhiking British soldiers.
Police also said they feared more bombs could be in the
mails, waiting to be opened Tuesday a,t the end of the
three-day August bank holiday. They warned all workers to
be careful of letters or parcels with which they were not
familiar.
There have been 29 bombs which exploded or were
discovered in the past week near London. Police have
described them as part of a campaign by the IRA to bring the
violence of Northern Ireland to England.
The defense ministry iss~ed a warning Sunday to all
servicemen returning from their holiday leave not to wear
their uniforms, but to return to their units in civilian clothes.
Servicemen normally wear their uniforms to help them
obtain lifts from motorists.

PANAMA CITY (UPI)-U.S. ArmY. Secretary Howard H.
Callaway said Sunday Panama Canal pilots must return to
their jobs before negotiations on their labor grievances can
resume. Meanwhile, ships waiting to travel the canal backed
up for miles at sea.
"We cannot and will not tolerate actions that interfere
with safe and normal operations of the canal," Callaway said
in a statement telephones from Washington and released here
by the Panama Canal Co., a government agency whose
officials are appointed· by the secretary.
"Unrestricted passage of shipping through the canal is vital
to international commerce and to the international security
interests of the United States," the statement said.

Sigma Chi Frater~ity Suspended Indefinitely
.
Bv JEFF LEE
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Chapter suspended due to misconduct.

.......

The UNM chapter of the Sigma Chi fraternity has
been suspended indefinitely as a campus
organization as a result of several instances of
misconduct by some of the fraternitic's members.
A letter dated Aug. 10, from John McGuinn,
chairman of the Interfraternity Council Conduct
Board and Larry L. Mangus, Associate Dean of
Students, to UNM Sigma Chi Chapter President
William Carter states, "Be it enacted that the charter
of Beta Xi Chapter of Sigma Chi be suspended
indefinitely and that it f\O longer function as a
sanctioned member of the Greek Community of the
University of New Mexico."
Provisions of the suspension include:
-Loss of status as an approved student
organization on the UNM campus.
-Loss of membership in the Interfraternity
Council.
-Loss of all privileges to sponsor and/or to
participate in all social events on the campus or in
Greek houses.
-Loss of opportunity to participate in fraternity
competition in intramural events.
-·Loss of their auxiliary organization, the Little
Sigmas.
Several Problems
Dean Mangus said there is a large file going· back
several years concerning misconduct by Sigma Chi's.
"Ninety per cent of the fraternity problems have
come from the Sigma Chi's," he said.
.
On Feb. 13 of this year, the Sigma Chi chapter
was suspended for 60 days after five members
entered the Kappa Alpha Fraternity house and
fought with some of the members.
One Kappa Alpha was hospitalized with a
resulting o$1 02 medical bill. The Kappa Alphas filed
criminal charges which were later dropped. The
Sigma Chis involved were. not brought before the
Student Standards Committee which would have
been normal procedure, and there were no reports
of the incident in the media.

Mangus now says, "I wish this would have gotten
into the papers, because the Sigma Chi Alumni
needed to be alerted that there was a real problem."
On April 13, the Sigma Chi suspension ended
even though the medical bill which the .fraternity
had agreed to pay remained unpaid, and ten dollars
in unpaid IFC dues were still owed. At this time
members who had gone inactive 'because of their
involvement in the Kappa Alpha incident were still
frequenting the Sigma Chi house.

Suspended Indefinitely
On June 15 Mangus, acting without the IFC
Conduct Board which normally does not meet in
the summer, indefinitely suspended the Sigma Chi
chapter and asked their national organization to
revoke the UNM chapter's charter. The suspension
was not publicly announced until July 26.
At that time the Sigma Chi Alumni Association,
which owns the fraternity house, issued a statement
saying it was surprised at the public announcement
being made while quie~ negotiations were going on
with the Dean's Office.
At the same time Mangus said, "What the Alumni
have tried to do since the first suspension has
obviously been ineffective. There were no
negotiations,. only a few commu.nications. It's been
six weeks since we asked the n11tional organization
for revocation of this chapter's charter. They (the
National) are denying there are any real problems
instead of coming up with solutions."
Suspension Lifted
Dean of Students Karen Glaser temporarily lifted
the Sigma Chi suspension on Aug. 2 until the IFC
Conduct Board could rule on the case. The
suspension was lift'ed under the conditions that:
-President Carter send a letter to Mangus
affirming a willingness to -improve attitudes and
make positive contributions to the Greek System.
-The fraternity take disciplinary action against a

(continued on page 11)
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Variety of Courses Offered

Glimpses Of Pages Past
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Undergraduate Seminar Courses Available
The Undergraduate Seminar
Program (USP) is a unique
opportunity for students at tho
university to enroll in small,
interdisciplinary courses that
would not. normally be offered by
regular departments.
Courses offnrcd this year range
from "Music, Magic and Ritual"
to "Couples: The Promises and
Problems ol' Pairin!(." There arc
no pre-requisites for the 18
one-credit hour courses and they
arc not honors courses, hut they
can be used to fulfill part of the
course requirements for students
in lhe General Honors Program.
Grading is on the A/CR/NC

system.
'l'he USP courses arc designed
from proposals made by students
and faculty. Courses are limited to
about 15 people and class cards
will be available in the Fine Arts
Center for courses not filled.
The emphasis in the classes will
be on discussion and active
student participation. A sampling
of the courses offered:
• USP 337-004 LAW AND
PERSONAL LIBERTY taught by
'rhomas E. Horn, Attorney,
Visiting Lccturer-"The course
will examine the effect of law on
individual freedom and personal
liberties. The right of the

individual to say and think what
ho wants will be contrasted witl1
l;hc interest of the state in
national sccu rity and the interest
of the community in controlling
such things as obscenity. Aspects
of the criminal justice system
which Lend to infringe most on
individual privacy will be
discussed, such as arrest, search
and seizure, electronic
eavesdropping, right to counsel,
and poI ice in tcrrogation and
confessions."
• USP 331-006 THE
PHOTOGRAPH AND THE POEM
taught by Robert H. Lawrence,
Lecturer in Journalism-"This

course will encourage the student
to express photographically a
poem of some length, or common
characteristics of a group of
poems, or a theme or themes from
a favorite poet-QR the student
may elect to· find photographs
which convey in their symbolism
a suitable expression through
pairing two media capable of high
symbolism. The student need
NO'r be skilled in photOb'l'aphy or
poetry. He may use his own
photography and poetry, or that
of others, including his classmates'
in a joint effort. Or, any
combination may be used so long
as each student achievP.s

Air Force RO I C...
The college scholarship
p
m with fringe
benefits.
Iii

something of a creative value to
himself, to e~t<;nd his own
internal and external vision."
oUSP 331-007 THE MARQUIS
DE SADE AND CONTE~
PORARY AMERICAN SOCIETY
taught by Patricia. Murphy, Asst.
Prof. of Modem & Classical Lang.
(French)-"We will try to come to
a better understanding of certain
'sadistic' tendencies and ideas
prevalent in contemporary
society.
"During the first four weeks we
will establish the basic ideas of
Sade about Nature, se~ual
gratification, freedom 'virtue,'
p o Iitical organization, ete., by
reading Justine, Philosophy in a
Boudoir, 20 Days of Sodom and
selections not in print in English
but which I can translate and
distribute to students.
"In the second four weeks
students will suggest
contemporary readings which
seem to derive from Sade. We will
probably see an X-rated movie
and read one newspaper.
"The emphasis will be on
discussion. Sade can be read
without huge amounts of
background; if a student desires I
can supply information about the
18th century French society and
thought, and discuss Sade as a
reaction to or ex tension of the
ideas of Rousseau and Diderot,
but I do not wish to make formal
lectures."
• USP 331-001 CAVARYSEFERIS-KAZANTSAKIS or
"THE MODERN GREEK AND
THE WORLD," USP 337-001
TaE MYTHS OF ~HE
MOGOLLON and' USP 336-001
· THE SOCIOLOGY OF HUMAN
EXPERIENCE have been
cancelled.
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Reprints From 1951 Lobos
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Mitch?ll hall-UNM's ne:v 39:classroom building
opened Its doors for the first time Sunday before
600 admiring visitors. The edifice honoring Dr.
Lynn B. Mitc~ell, professor emeritus of UNM, is
capable of seatmg 1906 students any one hour.
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The first regularly scheduled
commercial flight of the Boeing
747 jumbo jet, from New York to
London Jan. 21-22, 1970, was
seen by many as heralding a new
revolution in air transportation.
The first of the jumbo jets, flown
by Pan American World Airways,
had a seating plan for 362
passengers, although the plane was
designed to carry up to 490.

I
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Hal Stubbs, new food director of Mesa Vista

ann~unc~d that the athletic department has set up ~

speCial d1etary program for the football trainees at
the University of New Mexico. Coach Dud De
Groot, working closely with the dietitian at the
men's dorm, has planned special meals for the Lobo
***
players this year. The men eat in a group in one of
Sgt. Noel P, Looney, head of the UNM police the private rooms off the main dining hall so that
force, said today that students will need to know the coach can meet and discuss with them tactics
license numbers of their cars during the registration and strategy of this year's games.
periods Thursday and Friday.
***
The police force has ina,ugurated a new system of
Freshman beanies will be sold in the SUB from
parking which demands that both students and 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. this week announced Rally Com
faculty display parking stickers on their Chairman Ron Norman.
automobiles.
***
***
Headline-Inspired Lobos Lambast Denver U. But
Albuquerque stores sold out of beef last Lose 33-17.
week·end and no orders have been filled so far this
***
week. The beef shortage is expecte? to last for
The completely astounding, fantastic and
several months. The cause, Office of Price unpredictable New Mexico Lobos gathered their
Stabilization a~th~rities siad, is that out-of-state forces for one grand effort Saturday afternoon to
feede!s are outbiddmg local slaughtarers.
whack down Brigham Young University, 34-0,
***
before a homecoming throng of 8500.
EDITORIAL-'l'he UNM Police passed out
***
par.kin~ instructions at registration yesterday in
A proposal by Tom Ormsby, publications board
wh1ch 1t was suggested that the men's dorm people member to dismiss the UNM Lobo editor was
leave their cars and walk to class. They commented rejected'by the UNM Student Publications Board at
that "walking is still good exercise." We notice that a stormy session last night. E. B. Mann, chairman of
UNM Police has moved its offices to the Power the board, said that this rejection does not indicated
Plant where their vehicles can be driven right to the "committee approval" of the editorial policies of
door.
the Lobo.

'French For Kids' Offered

•

. I.

French for Kids, a special weekend program designed to get children
between the ages of four and 14 on their way to learning a second
language, will he offered again this fall.
The UNM Department of Modern and Classicial Languages has been
sponsoring the program for the past decade. Its emphasis is on oral
French.
'
Classes for this fall's session will begin Sept. 7. They will be held
weekly throughout the semester from 10:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.
Registration will be Sept. 1 from 10:30 a.m. to noon in room 221 of
Ortega Hall.
The fee will be $12 for the first child in the family. The fee for each
additional child will be $6.
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Metaphysical
Bool~s
Open 10-6 Daily
(Closed Sunday)
BROTHERHOOD OF LIFF

First Baptist

Church -

Broadway & Central

110 Dartmouth SE
255-8980

•

TESTED

Sales and Service

AND
HIKING

•.

EQUIPMENT

The finest racing and touring equipment

LET US OUTFIT YOU FOR
WILDERNESS TRIPS
'il'~§

~~liD~

BICYCLE

255-3777

1 031 San Mateo S. E.
256-9190

\JOQLD

2216 Central S.E.

BOOTS-TENTS-BAGS
FOODS-ACCESSORIES-STOVES

Find Yourself A Scholarship In Air Force ROTC.

HE

and

BACKPACKING
Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship to join the Air Force ROTC. So, iffreetuition, lab and incidental fees
aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years.
And free flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting fringe
benefit of aII.
Interested?
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO.
Major Austin 277-4502

FOGGIA, ITALY (UPI)- Farmers unearthed nearly 30 tombs with
fossilized bone& that may date to the 4th century B,C., archeologis\..5
said Sunday.
The tombs, accidentally discovered during ploughing in fields about
16 miles west of here in the Torrente Celone Valley, also contained
stone tools and a wheel for grinding wheat, the archaeologists said.
The graves were about 20 inches beneath the earth's surface,
Archeologists said the tombs may be further support for a theory
that the battle of Canne between Romans and Carthagiyans in 216 B.C.
took place in the Valley rather than in the area between Foggia and
·
Bari.

We Must do 'the Singing

The National Guard of the
United States originated with the
Old North Regiment of the
Colonial Militia in Massachusetts
in 1636. It is the oldest military
force in the country and has
participated in all U.S. wars and
conflicts from the Revolutionary
War to the Vietnam War.

TRAIL

New Tombs Unearthed

CLOTHING-RENTALS-REPAIRS
RUCK-SACKS

I

I

-,.

Also at
Montgomery & Louisiana
and
in Santa Fe

11I

Senate Workshop ...
(Continued {rom page 1)
extremely important and one in
which personalities play a major
ro I c, Feelings are tender and
people can be hurt very easily. I'm
not sure if there is any way to
avoid it.
"If you support or oppose any
particular individual go to the
committee hearing and express ·
your feelings. It's a Jot easier to
do there than on the senate
• floor," Arnold said.
Gomez agreed wit;h Arnold that
if a senator had any questions
about an appointment the place
to ask those questions was in the
committee hearing.
"Senate appointment hearings
can be a damn<Jd demeaning
experience. I've seen a lot of

r
people really get chewed up on
the senate floor," he said.
Revamp Student Court
On the subject of appointments
Gomez added, '"l'his year, for the
first time in a long time, we have
the opportunity to clean up the
Student Court. All the court
judges are appointed by the
president. We must screen these
appointments as thoroughly as
possible. In the past it has been
my experience that if you oppose
the president and go before the
court you are really in for a fight.
Presidential appointees, and
especially those in the court,
simply do not operate
independently of the president.
He pulls the strings and they
jump. It is very important that we
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OFFERS:

India

Bedspreads

$3.50-$4.00-$5.00,
mugs, rugs, dresses, blouses,
shirts from India and South
America,
jewelry,
original
posters and many more items!
10% discount tor students
on non-sale items.

get people on the court who will
act faidy ," he said.
Arnold ended the workshop
with a brief description of the
executive duties of ASUNM
president Ross Perkal.
"The president is responsible
for recommending a budget,
presidential appointments,
appointing executive aides, and
representing the student body and
the three branches of student
government,''
Arnold said the first major
business to be considered by the
senate this year would be Perkal's
proposed budget, She said the
budget would not be put to a
student body vote earlier than
Sept. 15.
Radio proved dramatically in
1968 that predictions of its death
with the inception of television
were greatly exaggerated. Sales for
the year hit an all·time high of
46,081,000 units, excluding car
radios, according to the
Electronics Industry Association.
.......,.,..!,...,
(

spect12um
nnoto

2218 Central SE

PORTRAITURE

(opposite Yale Park)
AOAQDOpOOOODQOOAOOOQOOPODQOODOOQAQOOQOOORODQ~

2817 SAN MATEO NE
TELEPHONE 268-4537
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\Vhatdoes
aparbnent living
liave that the

College Inn doesn't?

HOUSECLEANING
DISHWASHING
SCRUBBING
DUSTING
GROCERY SHOPPING
COOKING
COMMUTING

Made in FAC Lobby
A centralized drop/add facility will be operated in the
lobby of the Fine Arts Center for two weeks beginning
Monday, August 27.
A student can withdraw from a course, or courses,
during the first four weeks of the semester without a
grade-except that a grade of "F" assigned by an
instructor on the basis of dishonesty will be shown and
counted on the official transcript.
If a student withdraws from a course after the first
four weeks of the semester and up to and including the
last day of the twelfth week of the semester he will
receive a grade of "W" if he is passing the course, or a
grade of "F" for undergraduates (NC for graduates) if
he is failing the course.
A student desiring to drop a course after the first four
weeks of this semester will be issued a withdrawal grade
form by the Registration Center. The professor
concerned will assign a withdrawal grade and sign the
form. A $5.00 program change fee will be charged for
post-four week drops and the withdrawal form must be
receipted by the university cashier.
After the end of the twelfth week, the student must
have permission from his college dean before the
withdrawal grade form will be issued to begin the drop
procedure.
No change in grading options (letter grade to
.credit/no credit option) in any course can be made after
the fourth week of the semester.
The processing area for all late registrants, drops,
adds, changes in grading options and section changes
will be handled in the Fine Arts Center lobby. It will be
open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Watergate Is 'Disaster'
ATLANTA (UPI)-Helen
Thomas, United Press
International White House
correspondent, said Saturday
night the Watergate scandal has
left the executive branch of
government in a "shambles."
Miss Thomas, here to receive an
award from the Antiochian
Orthodox Christian Church, told a
banquet audience the Watergate
disclosures were a "disaster of
biblical proportions" which have

"tarnished the Republic."
She said the scandal was
"unprecedented as a chapter of
corruption and amorality" in
American history. Miss Thomas
described President Nixon as a
man "trying to pick up the
pieces" of a shattered
administration.
She said the Republicans in
1972 ran a "campaign to divide
and conquer the people" rather
than a campaign for re-election.

•

ING FOOD WITH OUR LOW RATES.
OUR RATES. HAVE INCREASED BY
ONLY 2.3% IN TWO YEARS

possible criminal complaints, said
San Bernardino County
authorities. "The reports arc being
sent to the district attorney's
office for review," said Barstow
police detective Ron Paddack,
At first the Parker family
refused to allow county
authorities to conduct an autopsy
on their son's body because they
believed the boy would be
revived. An autopsy was
performed, however, on Friday,
The story surrounding the
six-member Parker family began
last Sunday when they thrust
their son forward to be treated by
a man from the congregation who
said he has conquered his own
disease through faith,
"We believe in healing by
faith," said Parker, 34, an
unemployed NASA tracking
station technician and a lifelong
member of his religious sect. The
couple also has two daughters, 8
and 10, and a 2·year-old son.
Parker said both he and Wesley
felt the preacher's "laying on of
the hands" had cured him of
diabetes. The family promptly
discarded the medicine while the
boy happily boasted to his friends
he'd been cured of his 5-year
disease,
But by Wednesday, without his
insulin shots the young diabetic's
breathing was raspy and labored.
He had great difficulty brCJ~thing
and his speech was shallow. Parker
said he continued to have faith.
The boy's mother, Alice, 29,
told newsmen later she had
fleeting thoughts of rushing to the
pharmacy for an emergency
supply of insulin in Wesley's dying
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hours, but Parker said no, He felt
the diabetes was ''satan's work."
Just before the boy's death the
parents and three others,
including the Assembly of God
Pastor Gary Nash, held a final
prayer meeting during which the
father "commanded" the demons
from Wesley's body.
It was then that the dying
youngster gasped a few last
sentences which included the
word 'we,' Parker said,
"I knew then that the diabetes

was caused by two demons and
that we could no longer give him
insulin without inviting the
demon back," he said.
Pastor Nash left the home
prayer meeting "strongly
ad vising" the Parkers to quickly
get the boy to n. doctor. A little
Ia ter the police received an
anonymous tip that the Pm·ker's
son needed quick medical cm·c .
Nash denied making the call,
Wesley was dead by the time
they arriv<Jd.

..

Attention!!
Undergraduate Seminar Program
There are still a few
places left in some of the
one credit hour U.S.P.. courses.
For information and brochure
come to the Honors Center.
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check

cc;~shing
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FROM

$J95
TO

seges

Compare our prescription
prices with any pharmacy
in Albuquerque. And we
deliver.

401 Wyoming Blvd .. N.E.
Phone 243-2881

BARSTOW, CALIF. (UPI)Faith healing and an attempt to
exorcise "demons" failed Sunday
to revive the dead diabetic son of
a devout religious couple who
threw out the 11-year-old boy's
vital supply of insulin a week ago.
.Just before a prayer meeting at
a funeral home in this desert
community, the boy's father,
Lawrence Parker, said sternly:
"There won't be any funeral.
No, we're not making plans for
any because my son, Wesley, is
going to come out of that coffin
this afternoon."
Nearly 200 parishioners and
sightseers scrambled for seats in
the small O'Donnell Funeral
Home Chapel where the boy's
parents led a swaying, mournful,
hymn-singing service while the
body lay at the head of the throng
enclosed in an open pine casket.
Prayers, hymns and shouted
exhortations continued for more
than two hours in the small, hot
chapel while the dead youngster
lay with folded arms over his
favorite brown sweater.
Parker, his wife and scores of
fellow church goers thrashed their
arms overhead, commanding the
boy to raise from the dead, and at
one point the perspiring father
ordered everyone out of the
chapel who didn't believe Wesley
would be resurrected.
The diabetic youngster died a
painful, lingering death
Wednesday, just two days after his
supply of life-sustaining insulin
was discarded and the boy was
treated by a faith healer at the
family's Assembly of God Church.
The case is being reviewed for

soft goods

SLIDE RULES
See our complete selection of the world's most
accurate slide rules ...
the perfect gift for the
student as well as the
professional man. Rules
are available in desk and
pocket size, all-metal or
plastic, Eye-Saver Yellow
or Standard White. Metal
rules have a Lifetime
Guarantee, all rules are
gift boxed and come
complete with carrying
case and self-instruction
manual.

Faith Healing Fails To Revive Son

The St. Lawrence Waterway,
the largest inland navigaLion
system on the continent, extends
from the Atlantic Ocean to
Duluth at the western end of Lake
Superior, a distance of 2342
miles. With the deepening of
channels and locks to 27 feet,
ocean carriers arc able to
penetrate to ports in the Canadian
interior and the American
midwest.
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QB Williams Forsees
Bright UNM Season
By RUSS PARSONS
While the small town of West
Columbia, Te:>~as may not mean
much to most of the world, to
football coaches it retains a
certain aura, not unlike the
Greek's Mount Olympus,
The reason for a town with a
population of 2,947 being held in
such esteem lies primarily with
one hmily, of which Elmo
Wright, the brilliant young wide
recl)iver for the Kansas City
Chiefs, and Clarence Williams, the
veteran cornerback for the Green
Bay Packers, are members. In
addition to these two, the list of
"outsiders" fm the West Columbia
area includes Colorado's great
running back Charley Davis and
cornerback Emmet Thomas of the
Chiefs.
A new addition to this group of
stars may now be attending UNM.
Troy Williams, the sophomore
reserve quarterback for the Lobos,
may go down in history with his
illustrious troupe of cousins and
townspeople. If he has anything
to say about it, he'll be the
headliner.

Repair &

~raintcnancc

on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialists
333 Wvominl!' Blvd. :-;E
265-5901
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Quarterback Troy Williams.
He can also throw the
football.
Certainly, the one thing
Williams doesn't lack is
confidence. His plans for this year
include playing 45-50 per cent of
the time, accumulating 1000
yards total offense, and garnering
the WAC's sophomore of the year
award. If his past athletic history
has anything to do with it, he will
reach his goals.
As a Texas highschooler
teaming with Charley Davis, he
earned four letters in football, was
named All-District, All-County,
and All-Area, while guiding his
teams to a 39-8 cumulative
record, Having secured the sole
starting berth after alternating at
quarterback for two years,
Williams threw for 23 TD's while
allowing only 12 interceptions.
In addition to being a star

/

Two New Lobo Ends
Are Big WoodsFans

UNM Swimmers
Gain 8 Medals,
Including 6 Gold

By GREGORY LALIRE
The preseason consensus is that
the UNM football team has a
better passing attack than it's had
in years, and quarterbacks Don
Woods and Troy WiUiams are only
two of the reasons why.
Two other reasons are Ken
Lege and Steve Bauer, a pair of
split ends out of the junior college
ranks. They join Paul Labarrere to
give the Lobos outstanding depth
in the receiving department,
Lege, a six foot 180 pounder,
came to UNM from Eastern
Arizona Jr. College. He hails from
Texas where he attended EI Paso
Belair.
"I was a split end at Eastern
but I didn't catch that many
passes," Lege said, "We just didn't
throw too much. We were ranked
tenth in the nation (among junior
colleges) and did it on running.
We had two All-American
halfbacks."

The United States finished
a distant second to the Soviet
Union in medals at the World
University GAmes last week
but UNM swimmers did more
than their share.
Lobos David Johnson,
Cathy Carr, and Eadie Wetzel
contributed some eight
medals to the U.S. total of 53
(the Russians had 135),
Johnson excelled in his
specialty, the backstroke. He
took the 100-meter and the
200-meter with clockings of
59.2 and 2:01.5 respectively.
He also swam the backstroke
leg on the winning men's
400-meter medley relay team.
Carr was a double gold
medal winner, swimming to
victory in the women's
200-meter breaststroke and
swimming a leg on the
winning U.S. women's
400-meter medley team.
Though the world
record-holder in the
100-meter breaststroke, Carr
finished second in that event
at Moscow. She picked up
another silver medal in the
women's 200-meter medley.
In the women's 400-meter
medley relay, UNM's Eadie
Wetzel swam the third leg,
The U.S. edged the Soviet
Union by 6.8 seconds in that
race.

Bauer Moves
Bauer moves down from Grand
Junction, Colo. where he attended
Mesa County Jr. C. As a
sophomore he caught 33 passes
for some 600 yards. He went to
Mesa with a little more
experience, football and
otherwise, than you'll find in your
average high school graduate,
"I was in the marines for four
years before going to junior
college," Bauer noted. "I was
stationed at Okinawa and played
football there. I caught 52 passes
for 952 yards and that's why I got
a scholarship."
Although Lege's and Bauer's
backgrounds are quite different
aside from the fact they are both
split ends from junior colleges, the
1'eason they - carne to UNM is''
identical. His name is Don Woods.
"The main reason I decided to
come here," Lege said, "was
because they have a good
quarterback, in fact two good
quarterbacks. Woods and Williams
are really great. I've been playing
football since the third grade and
of course Woods is the best I've

foot bailer, Williams played
enough basketball to letter for
three years, and make All-District
guard. With characteristic candor
Troy disclosed, "this other dude
and I were the only good ones on
the team," then sheepishly he
adped, ~'I W3l! like Dwight La.rpar,
every time I crossed half court I
shot,~,

lili\ I
~\
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FALL 1973

Any honors Williams earns he
will not earn by himself, and he is
the first one to "make that
perfectly clear." Praise is reserved
for all quarters from tactful Troy,
"You've got to praise the
offensive line, man, 'cause they're
the ones who block for you. But
seriously, I think we've got the
best line in the WAC, in fact man,
we've got the perfect offense."
(continued on page 12)
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DOONESBURY

GET YOURS

at
University Dairy Queen
_(across from Popejoy Hall)
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halfbacks were in the spotlight,
Lege wasn't about to get himself
into an environment where the
forward pass was a foreign word.
In the past, "forward pass" has
been almost a foreign word at
UNM, but with Woods
transferring from NM Highlands
for the '7 3 season, Lege saw
exciting new possibilities.
Bauer's reason for choosing
Loboland: ''They got Don Woods.
I heard they threw mostly to their
tight ends and split ends and with
Woods I knew they planned on
throwing more, I also expected
more passing because apparently
they hadn't been too successful
with the wishbone."
Lege has all the physical
attributes coaches like to see in a
wide receiver. He has good size,
excellent speed ( 4,5 for forty
yards), and has caught the ball
well in practice. He finds the
hardest thing to do in playing split
end (it may be the hardest thing
to do in anything) is keeping your
concentration and cornerbacks
running around out there, that's
easy to understand.

DOONESBURY
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Med School Enrolls 68
UNM's School of Medicine has
enrolled the largest freshmen class
in its history-53 · men and 15
women, a total of 68. Orientation
for the freshmen was Aug, 23-24,
with classes starting today.
New Mexicans number 63 of
the prospective doctors, while two
students are from a WICHE state
without a medical school, and
three students from non-regional
sl.:ttes, Minority group members of
the> class number 18, with 16
Chicano and two Indian.
Applicants for admission this
y<"ar were 17 per cent female,
while the entering class will be 22
pei cent female.
The medical school's
curriculum will takll this year's
entering class through a course of
study that will emphasize patient
care and caring for the "whole
person," Within two months
students will actually be seeing
patients as part of their learning
process.

Total cnro!Jment in thl;! meclical
school for the upcoming year t.hus
far include 71 sophomores, 56
juniors and 51 seniors, milking a
total (including the freshmen) of
246,
Medical school officials
screened 923 applicants t.o get this
year's entering class, including
273 New Mexico applicants.

LOBO Opticians
across from
Yalo Park

Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements
2316 Central SE
268-4708

SOUND IDEAS, INC.

On Jan. 24, 1934 bank robbers
John Dillinger, Charles Makley,
Russell Clark and Harry Piepont
were captured in Tuscon, Ariz.
with $36,000. Dillinger was jailed
at Crown Point, Ind., and the
others at Lima, Ohio. Dillinger
f. and Herbert Youngblood escaped
March 3. Dillinger was shot to
death July 22 outside a movie
house in Chicago by FBI agents.·

An estate tax return must be
fi)ed for every citizen or resident
of the United States whose gross
estate exceeds $60,000 in value at
the time of his death.

~
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"For. one component or a complete high fidelity
music system, we suggest you first shop, then
compare our Quality vs. Price before you buy."

SPECIAL
ENGAGEMENT

Systems for all Budgets-Speaker Kits-Hard to find
accessories-Quantity pricing on recording tapeSystem discounts-Free Professional consultation
KLIPSCH-HARTLEY-MARANT'.l-SHERWOOD-SAE-DYNACO-SONY' PHILIPS-SOUNDCRAFTSMI!N-DRAUN-DARZILAY-AR-MIIlACORDSTAX-KOSS-SI!NNHI!ISilR-ADC-MAXELL-SCOTCH-MANY MORE

LOBO

Central near

G~rard

• 265 .. 4759

1624 eubank .blvd. n.e.
albuquerque. new moxl~o
tal. 605·265·5105
87112

Plo.1Se note special hours
3:30-8:00 Daily, 9:00-6:00 Sat.

Other hours by appointment
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Bauer Boots
Bauer has proved he can boot
the ball a long way. As a freshman
he led all junior college punters
with a 45.8 yard average. He is
not disregarding Hawbaker and
Fields and says, "It's hard to say
who will start; we're all kicking
pretty good," but one gets the
impression that he knows the job
is his. At least he has more
confidence that he will win the
punting job than the split end
spot."I plan on getting into the pros
as a punter," says Bauer who
studies the NFL statistics and
doesn't see many professionals
who kick for a better average.
"This year I'd like to have a 47.0
punting average and lead the
WAC."
.
The Lobo coaches and
everyone else interested in seeing
a strong UNM football program
have Don Woods to thank for
quite a lot. He has bolstered the
team's passing game almost single
handedly. Not only has he
btought himself, a fine passer, to
Albuquerque, but he Is also
indirectly responsible for bringing
two guys who are very capable of
catching his passes • , . and one of
them can punt, too. •

li4RT!CI/l..4Rl.Y
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The struggle for the starting
split end berth isn't the only
competition in which Bauer is
involved. He's also trying to win a
punting job. Bauer has more than
good hands going for him, also a
strong right leg, The other
candidates are Pat Hawbaker and
Chris Fields, who punted last
year.

by Garry Trudeau
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Tight Battle
There is a tight battle going on
I
among Lege, Bauer, and Labarrere
I
to see who will have the honor of
being the target for most of
Woods' spirals. Both Lege and
Bauer agree that the competition
couldn't be much tighter.
"It's really hard to say who will
start," Lege said. "All the
receivers are going a good job.
We'll just have to wait and see.
Bauer assessed the situation
thusly: "Right now the coaches
feel the receivers are all about
equal. I run a _4. 7 forty and I _
know Lege and Labari'ere
faster than that. But I can get
~
open better and am a little taller
so it balances out.
"The competition is heavy. I
feel I can catch the ball better
11
than the other two guys but
Feldman seems to like speed. We
·I
should all start out playing equal

time."

by Garry Trudeau
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WATERBEDS
Tapestries
Silk Sheets
Imported Bed Spreads
Bean Bags
Chairs
Couches
Lounges
Frames
Accessories
~--

REGISTRATION SALE
1 week only
Complete Waterbed System-$49.95
Frame, liner, foam pad, & waterbed
5 year guaranty
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3 Blocks from UNM
Next to Guild Theatre
3407

Central NE

268-8455
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Sigma Chi Suspension ...

Glenda
Jackson
Turns
to
Comedy,
Drummer Gene Krupa
Makes a Fine On~ With Segal
Has Benign Leukemia
YONKERS, N.Y. (UPI)Chronic leukemia has stricken jazz
drummer Gene Krupa, who
dominated popular music during
~he swing era of the 1930's as a
member of the original Benny
Goodman Quartet and laoor his
own band leader.
Krupa, 64, once billed a.~ ~he
"Acn Drummer Man" has
been acknowledged as one of the
world's top drummers, called the
disease "benign" and said Monday
the type he has can be controlled
with medication.
There are two forms of
leukemia, which is a cancer of the
blood-acute and chronic. In
acute ca.•es, death comes very
quickly, while in chronic-or
"benign" cases, life may be
pro longed for years through
treatment

The
Living

Batch
across from Johnson Gym

Open 10-1 0 weekdays
10-5 Saturday
1-5 Sunday
For your class books
and books you can't
find at other book stores
come to the Living Batch.

Krupa said he has been forced
to curtail his musical career since
doctors told him of the illness last
·
March.
"I get very tired and I can only
play after I have a blood
t.ransfusion," Krupa said from his
homo. He said he is an
out-patient.
The original Goodman Quartet
featured Krupa on drums, Lionel
Hampton on the vibes, Teddy
Wilson on the piano and
Goodman on clarinet.
"We were like a football team,"
Hampton said in New York.
"Teddy Wilson and I were the
ha lfhacks, and Gene the
fullback."
Hampton called Krupa "the
greatest drummer n the world"
and said he was the foundation of
the quartet. "He has a great beat,"
he said. "It's always a ball playing
with Gene."
An arrest and jail term on drug
charges in the late 1940's brought
a decline in Krupa's career, but his
dl'iving style came back in demand
during the past dc;cade.
~-

c Albuquerque Dance Theatre
Classes
Bulle/ • Moder" ' Jazz
Clwreogm,,J,y • lmpro•isolioll

Beginning through Advanced
All Ages

"A TOUCH OF CLASS"Mclvin Frank (Mall Cinema/$2.25;
$1 matinees before 2 p.m.). "A
Touch of Class" has a perfectly
ordinary and predictable story
line about a British divorcee and a
married American living in
London who meet by chance,
have an affair and end it. There
are no sub-plots, no unexpected
twists and turns, nothing
hysoorically funny, no graphic sex
scenes (It's rated PG), no socko
c Ii max. But it's a thoroughly
enjoyable, intellig<mt comedy
which I can highly recommend for
two reasons: Glenda Jackson and
George Segal.
I'm sure I would never have
gone to see this film were it not
for Glenda Jackson. Sex comedies
gGnerally leave me cold; I US\lally
I eave the theater feeling I've
wasted my time, been shucked
somehow. Maybe my memory is
faulty, but I can't think of one I
thoroughly enjoyed without being
hit in the face with some
overdone bit which insults your
intelligence. But Glenda Jackson
in my humble opinion, has no
peer among actresses. Seeing what
she did with her first comedy role
was an irresistible temptation. I
figured it would either demolish
my belief in her, or elevate the
genre to a new level.

Class
She and Segal have class, there's
Registration
no doubt about it. And when they
Ill J>moll-805 Tijrrn< NW, J-5 1'·"'·
decide to have an affair, it's first
by pho>tr-247-0547, 8-5 p.m.
class from beginning to end. No
Instructors
guilt and paranoia about the wife
Bergman
finding out, no psuedo-sophisticaPamela Kmisel, BFA
< tion-just two intelligent people
K.
Julli,>rd
who know what they want, and
~.q,~<Q"-0'>0 try to avoid ct·eating a restricting

(Continued (rom page 1)

particular member for recent misconduct.
"t:
-Sigma Chi pay up $64 in back IFC dues.
0
""
On Aug. 25, several Sigma Chis were involved in a
~ fight with members of a wedding party from th<!
Newman Center.
0
The IFC Conduct Board met on Aug. 9 and
.0
reimposed the indefinite suspension on the Sigma
:>. Chi chapter and created a Liaison Committee which
:;:: was charged with issuing a report before the end of
0 this semester on the subject of recolonization of the
0
Chi's at UNM.
"'>< Sigma
Members of the Committee are William
:E Wenderoth, President Pi Kappa Alpha, Charles
Pineda, Chapter Advisor of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
~ and William Henckel of Kappa Alpha.
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"Rebuild Chapter"
The
letter
notifying
the Sigma Chi's of their
g>,
indefinite
suspension
stated,
"The duration of this
j;l..
suspension will be determined by the efforts of the
alumni association and the national organization to
rebuild the chapter."
After the July 26 announcement of the
suspension, Mangus said, "There's a total
atmosphere you can't really correct overnight.
There's a hell of a reputation that has to be lived
down. They probably need a real houseclea11ing.
There are some real hotheads over there, and that's
not just my opinion. I've heard that from Alumni
and advisers too, I really think all the animosities
this thing has engendered need time to die."
Of the suspension, Chapter President Caroor said,
"I still don't think it was justified, but that's not the
point anymore. 1 don't condone the things that
went on, but they weren't that bad, either. Our
main concern is getting back into IFC and
promoting better public relations.
"I plan on working real closely with the Liaison
Committee," Carter continued. "We are open to any
proposals and suggestions. I don't think a change
like this can come overnight.
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A Fine Comedy

situation. They can't avoid it
forever, of course, and when the
end comes, almost accidentally,
Segal just lets it ride.
In between, the script is loaded
with great dry lines and
beautifully underplayed
situations. Occasionally they lapse
into near-slapstick, but everything
they do is J;urned to gold by the
talents of director-producer
Melvin Frank and these two
outstanding artists. The one
exception that hit me was a bad
"dumb broad" joke delivered by
, the hp.okcr in tho apartment
upstairs: Jackson runs out of
oregano while making dinner and
asks her, "Do you have
orcgano?"-the woman repies,
"Christ, I hope not! I just got
checked last week." But the fact
that a bad line like that stands out
so glaringly is an indication o£ the
high quality of the rest.
Welcome Change
Though Glenda Jackson has
proved in this film that she can
handle comedy quite well, I hope
she won't be tempted by the

I'
I

George Segal and Glenda
Jackson star in "A Touch or
Class," which will be playing at
the Mall Cinema through next
week.

j

I

bombardment of comedy scripts
she's bound to get now. An
occasional flick like this is
delightful and a welcome change
of pace, but her talents are far •
beyond this sort or thing. I
imagine· this was just a fling for
her, to prove something to herself
and others.
George Segal has been slighted
in this review, but he contributes
at least as much as Jackson in
making this film so enjoyable. But
we already knew of his talent in
this area.
It's too bad "A Touch of Class"
couldn't have played here a few
months later; after Last Tangos -3'and mid-term exams, we may
need something to laugh about.
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"GREASER'S PALACE"/
"PUTNEY SWOPE"-Robert
Downey (Guild/$1.75; $1.50
students and military). You'll
never be the same after taking in
this Robert Downey twin bill.
Those of you who have seen
neither are in for the biggest
surprises, "Putney Swope" has
(continued on page 12}

"Bad Attitudes" Cited
"There aro a couple more coming back with bad
attitudes. We would like to see them terminated. By
getting rid of a few more people and with good
l<:>adership, w<l hope to be back by the end of the
semester~ 11

"Those who have been told they are not welcome
may return to visit," Dettweiler said, "I can't stop
that. I can't be there 24 hours a day.
"The problem last year was that we had two bad
presidents who never responded to letters from the
Dean's Office," Dettweiler said. There was a
problem about pledges getting their pins too early
and another one about a guy being tied up llude 011
the steps of the Detla Delta Delta house."
"I really don't think it (the suspcnsio11) was
justified," explained Dettweiler. "Back about eight
years ago a couple of us got drunk and beat up some
Phi Delts. I never even got out of the car, but I had
to split the medical expenses anyway. In that case
the dean said, 'I'm not going to penali~e eighty
guys. I'm penali~ing you,' and he put the five of us
on probation for a year,"
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WASHINGTON (UPI)--David
Eisenhower has given up sports
writing, and after much soul
searching, has decided to embark
on a law career,
David, President Nixon's
son-in-Jaw and grandson of the
late President Eisenhower, begins
his freshman year Monday at
George Washington Law School
here.
The Young Eisenhower said he
decided to quit his job writing a
weekly sports column for the
Philadelphia Bulletin and enter
law school after much soul
se arching.
His wife, Julie, meanwhile, will
be on hand at the White House
Monday to greet 120 members of

the Champion
Baseball Teams.

No Pledging Now
The Sigma Chi's will have no pledge class this
semester and Dettweiler said future pledge classes
will be scrutinized by ~he Alumni Association.
"Last year they picked up some real delldbeats,"
he said. "In the future a 3-man Alumni Review
Board will check on each pledge's financial standing
and grades. We'd also like to see the pledge class go
the whole semester instead of just two months."
D ettweiler has had Phillip Vito, a regional
organizer for the national Sigma Chi organization,
visit here and plans to have an assistant from the
National Secretary of Sigma Chi visit next month.
It is now up to the Liaison Commitooe's report to
be filed before the end of this semester and the
action the IFC Executive Committee takes on that
report. If both are favorable, the local and national
organization may file a request for recolonization of
Sigma Chi at UNM.
At this point, even Mangus seems to think the
fraternity will be reinstated this year.
"I'm optimistic,." he said. "I think they'll be back
soon."

Little League

------

Jerome Wolff
NEW YORK (UPI)-Jerome
W o Iff, reported to be a key
witness in the federal probe into
official corruption in Maryland,
has provided government
investigators with a diary listing
some of the alleged payoffs made
to vice president Spior Agnew
while Agnew was governor of
Mary I and, Time Magazine
reported Sunday.
Time, in its current edition,
also said Wolff will testify that
Agnew "extorted bribes from
state and federal contractors.''

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE
Bl BLE 1311.0. T.Survey·-Tues. 6:30-9:30 p.m .. Robinson
BIBLE 1312. The Gospel of John·- T-Th. 10:30-noon. Robinson
BIBLE 3362. Pri"m Epistles-Tues. 6:30·9:30 p.m .. Kendrick
BIBLE 4366. The Book of Revol:llion Wed. 6:30-9:30 p.m .. Robinson
GREEK 1411. NewTcswmcnl Greek M-W 9:00-11:30 a.m .. Robinson
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·With Student 1.0

Libyan Leader
CAIRO (UPI)-Libyan leader
Col. Moammar Khadafy, on an
unannounced visit to Egypt to
discuss plans for merging the two
countries, conferred Sunday with
high Egyptian officials in what
may be a prelude to meetmgs w1th
President Anwar Sadat,
diplomatic sources said.
The two leaders have agreed in
principle to the merger but have
disagreed on timing. Khadafy has
been pushing for an immediate
and full integration while Sadat
has counseled at least a one-year
delay.

ALCULATOR
Large Selection
Pocket, AC-DC,
AC Only,
DC Only
Up to 14 Digit

FACTORY OUTLET BICYCLES
FACTORY CLOSEOUT SALE
SUPPLY LIMITED-DON'T MISS OUT
Never before have we offered a higher
quality bike for so little money.

$

Adobe Style-1 & 2 Bds. Furn. & Unfurn.-Utilities included. Poot gas barbsque, large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$150.00
8201 Marquette N.E.-266-6071

NON-CREDIT COURSES

Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit

To remove a stain of lipstick,
rouge or mildew, apply colorless
grease (vaseline), soapy waLe" or
lemon and salt.

.~PERUSED"

Bosque Plaza Apartments

;:,.

OR E~K 1411. NcwTc!-it4\mcnl Greek- -Evcning--TI3A. Robinson

Regis tel' at the Christian Student Center or at first class
.$5.00-Full Credit
;

Co. in Boulder,
The 1972 Derby was won hy
Robert Lange Jr., 15. His cousin,
James Groncn, IH\R been .accused
of having an clectromagent system
in his Soap Box Derby racer.
The magnetic system, which
gave Gronen 's car a11 added push
at the starti11g line, caused the
yot~th to forfeit the $7,500
first-place scholarship.

IMPORTED 10 SPEED BICYCLES

.

"BIBLE 3302, The Woman·s Work 111 1hc Church -TIJA. Kuhnley
Ill BLF. 4368. The Bible and Archaeology Thurs. 3:00-5:00 p.m .• Porter

BOULDER, COLO. (UPI)-A
spokesman for the Boulder
County district ntlomcy's office
says the car that won the 1972
Soap Box Derby cost between
$10,000 and $20,000 to build.
Asst. Dist. Atty. William Wise
said he would not disclose his
sources yet. He said part of the
cost included shipping the car to
the California Institt1tc of
Technology in Pasadena to run
wind tunnel tests on it.
Another factor in the cost, Wist>
said, was the time t<>clmicians
spent advising the buildN, The cat·
was built at the Lange Ski Boot

Magazines

Eisenhower Quits ! ob

i

•

''Everyone's Against Us"
"It seems like everyone's been against us for a
long time. They were condemning us for everything
and not taking a wide enough perspective. Losing a
big frawrnity like ours is going to be pretty
detrimental to IFC," Carter stated.
Jack Dettweiler, President of the local Sigma Chi
Alumni Association, said "I can't see why this won't
he lifted in two or three months. Other fraternities
think we should be back on campus now. When it
goes before each chapter for votes, things will begin
to turn around,
"I sent six members of the chapter to the
National (Sigma Chi) Workshop last week,"
Dettweiler continued, "and they came hack changed
people. They came back with a complete plan. On
the 12-hour drive back they talked the whole way

about how they were going to turn th<! chapoor
around and who they were going to go after.
"The Executive Secretary gave me the power to
lift pins as I see fit," Dettweiler said, "It's a drastic
thing, and I don't want to have to do it. Two
m<lmbers were just suspended for a year, and since
then one of them has been picked up in Oklahoma
City for breaking and entering. Two more are on
temporary suspension until the chapter decides
what to do with them.

Soap Box Derby Car Cost
Builder $10-20 Thousand

Only, Chock ac•
ceptod with hnkAmerltard or Master
Charge or GuaranfH
Check Card.

5 8 ~C~RTONS

Small Chara- for Expert AoMmbly
Nationally Advortloed at 99,95
• "DNS" derailleur 10 1peed geara
• 27'' x 1Y4'' rima
• Center pull brakes
• Gum wall tlrea
• Black cu•hloned Hat
• Amber reflectors on rat trap pedals
• Cent•r kick Jtand
• Taped racing handlebar with plug

OPEN
10AM·6 PM

SAVE OVER $27.00
Latut word out from Cons"mu
Guido July '73- pogo 54. This Easy
Rldor 500 blcyclo atouggestod retail
prlct .~f $89.95, Buy naw and savo

OVtr ~30,

NO DEALERS PLEASE

Glenda l ackson . . ,

~

~

QB Williams.. .

(continued from page 1 0)
been playing AlbuquercJue off and (Continued from page 8)
on for about three years now,
'rhe defense according to
bouncing between Don Pancho's Williams is behind the offense
and the Guild, and has built up a right now, but they're expected to
modest cult. I skipped it this time catch up, "The defense is young,
around, because I've seen it three but aggressive,'' expounds Troy
times and need about another ''and be sure and put this in; they
year before I'm ready for it again. wiU make some big plays for us.
But I remember it well eough to You know like fumbles recovered,
judge that uGreaser's Palace" is a punts blocked, passes intercepted
step down.
and sacking some quarterbacks."
Downey is a humorist/satirist
And of course heading- up that
with a bizarre mind. Both films offense arc Don Woods and Troy
are totally outrageous, but the Williams, "the best two
humor which brings people back • quarterbacks in the nation." In
time and again to "Putnoy" is fact, as Williams so aptly puts it,
spread much thinner in "Greaser's "the best one-two punch since
Palace." It's one of those movie~> Van Brunsen and Jerry Tagge of
whose concepts are funnier and N cbraslca. ''
more pointed on paper than in
actualization,
First ruler to consolidate the
I couldn't help thinking that
Downey saw 11 El Topo" and then Slav tribes was Rurik, leader of
tried to wed it to "Putney," the Russ, who established himself
coming up with "Greaser's at Novgorod in 862 A.D. He and
his immediate successors had
Palace."
-Charles Andrews Scandinavian affiliations.

Construction Forces Detours on Lomas !.
..
to.)

Motorists who travel Lomas
Blvd. in the area between
Broadway and Edith NE should
plan an alternate route for the
period starting Monday, Aug. 27,
and lasting about two months.
Kent Nowlin Construction Co.
will begin today to work on
installation of a large storm sewer
on the north side of Lomas from
Broadway to Ed ith.
At that time, two·way traffic
A husband and wife may file a
joint tax return, even if one has
no income personally. Their tax
will be twice the tax imposed if
the income were cut in half and
taxed at the single rate.
Mercury, the planet nearest to
the sun, is also the smallest of the
nine planets known to be orbiting
the sun. Its diameter is 3100 miles
and its mean distance from the
sun is 39,000,000 miles.
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PERSONALS

_ _ 3)

STuDENT with DAllY wants to trnde
bnb;y-sltting with student In same situ·
atlon. 266·9654,
8/31
1 WANT A \tscd bicycle in good shape,
843-7423. Dnvltl.
8/31

SERVICES

_:5

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
l-owest prices In town, fnst, plellBinJr,
Ncnr UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to
l7l'1 Glrnrd N.E.
D/7
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Lnw School
Clinical Program offcl'll lcgnl services
for students and atniT, Furnished by
qunllllcd law students under faculty supcrvision. Availability limited to those
·' no t exccc d
whosc nssc ts nn d 1ncomc uo
established guidelines. GOc registration
fcc.
or
277-3604
for in·
formaCall
t'ton 277-2913
• t me
t ns. S ponsore
d
an d nppom
by Associated Students or UNM.
t!n
}>ART-TIME TECH wants TV's to rcpn!r. Rcnsonnble rates. Call 842·0820.
8/30
FLUTE LESSONS by UNM music grnd·
uatc. $3.00 per lesson, 243-8643.
8/30

THE MIME EXPERIMENT offers eightweelc workshops In pantomime, ballet,
tnp dnncc and exercises starting Sept. 3•
8/31
For information cnll 842·1080.
APPEARING at the •rHUNDERDIRD
30 t h ru S ep t • 3 DoUy Lnma nnd1
Aug,
the Mountain
Boys formerly the Orienta
Hlue Streaks. Hnppy hour thru 8-9 pm.
Don't miss the lnst great days o£ the
Thuntlcrblrd.
8/31
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dnlly
Lobo. Apply In person nt the Lobo, room
llit! oC Student I,ubticntlons.
FREE FREE FREE 5x7 natural light
portrait or your child or C!hlhlrcn. $7.50 MEDICAL AND LAW SCHOOL appllcn·
or atnf[
lion photos. Sympathetic prices and
Value I UNM Btuu·'ents, !aftulty,
~
craftsmanship. Call 266-2444 or come to
only, Absolutely no strings attached. Sun1717 Girard NE. Ncar UNM.
8/30
day, Sept. 2, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Ncnr
UNM, Come to 1717 Girard N.E., just
north or Indian School Road.
3/30
4) FOR RENT
RECYCLED contemporary female clothing, THE CITADEL APARTMENTS, efficiency
cash for used jeans and pantsuits. the
nnd one bedroom, $la0-$ 165 , furnished
RAG SHOPPE, 2123 san mateo nc. 8/30
or un!urnishcd, mod (urnlshings, plush
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED to tnke
carpet, dishwasher nnd disposal, swim•
vhotos for New Mexico Dally Lobo. Come
mlng vool, recreation rooms, basketball
.
oom
158
or
Student
Publlcntlons
and volley bnll facilities, walking dis·
to r
t
Dulhllng,
ancc to UNM • corner 0 r U nI vers Ity an d
Indian School Nl!l. 243-2494.
9/7
WE NEED stories, articles, poetry, drnw·
ings, lithographs, and photographs for
5) FOR SALE
the September Thunderbird. Dring nll
subm!~ions to room 206, Journalism
Building next to Ynlc Pnrk.
8/30
FIVE 165-13 whitewalls $15 each; AM
Auto Radio $26. 865·9730.
8/31

2)

LOST & FOUND

ltEWARD for nny Information lending to
the recovcrJ,' of my 13 wk. old brown and
white Sheltic (miniature collie) puppy.
taken from 415 Yale SE, August 13th.
Call 247-8339 before 4:30 or 256-9451
8/27
REWARD: No questions nskcd I For information regarding the whereabouts o£
the following stolen on Aug. 5th; a
large coll!!etion of unrcplaccable tapes
o£ great value to owner worthless ns new
recording tapes; \Vollensnck tape recorder; Roberts 8 track deck; two electronica tool boxes: Senrs Inverter: and
address book. Will not press chargca,
Call 766·1684. Recording tnpcs very im·
portnnt to owner.
8/311

3)

19G!l TRIUMPH TH.IDENT, Good pdce
8131
for fnst bike. 26 6· 1197•
BICYCLES. SPECIALIST in finest world
champion bikes. Bertin, Zeus, Legnano,
Gitane from $85. Used track bikes. Dick
81 31
Hallet 2 66•27 8 4•
CANON Fl mint eondition-1.4 lens, cnse.
Contact John Reisdorf Guild Theatre evenings.
8/31

EMPLOYMENT

LEADERS NEEDED for YMCA Grnde
School program. 265-6971 !or appoint917
ment.
PART-TIME JOD Must be over 21 yrs.
old. Apply In person-graduate students
only. SnvcWny Liquor Store, 6704 Lomns
NE.
9/7
LAUNDRY ATTENDANT, locnl resident
malc-Mon & Fri-3:30 pm-9 :30 pm,
Snt-11 nm-7:80 pm. Campus Laundry
& Cleaning, 2106 Central SE. 247·0836.
8/30
PART-TIME EMPLORMENT loading &
unloading & sorting smnll parccla. 11 :30
Pm till 2:30 nm Monday thru Friday.
$2.35 tJcr hr. to stnrt. $2.56 per hour
after 60 working days. Apply United
Parcel Service, 1921 Bellnmah NW,
Albuq,, Monday thru Friday, 9 nm-6
P.m. Equal opportunity employer. 8/30
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for rock climbing,
hiking and camping.
Courteous service with a
complete line of
mountaineering and
backpacking gear.

Sierra Designs
Gerry Kelty
orth Face Camp 7

& FILM

ORGY

light show

FREE! 7PM
WEDNESDAY

STUDENT
UNION
BALLROOM

REPORTERS/WRITERS who Wnnt jour•
nalistic experience can work ror New
Mexico Daily Lobo. Come to room 158
of Student Publications.
WANTED: Any information on the
whereabouts of RotC Ornelas or his
friend Greg & the Studebaker. Cnll 266·
7185 & leave message. Dennis.
8/30
ARTISTS, CARTOONISTS NEEDED to
work for New Mexico Daily Lobo. Apply
in person at room 158 nt Student Publications Building.

BICYCLES

The HAND-MADE BICYCLE OF FRANCE
FROM $90

THE BIKE SHOP

From New Line Cinema, the gang who brought you ''REEFER MADNESS,"

823 Yale S.Es
Expert Repairs

on All Makes

842-9100

Friendly
Service

ssewwx•••••wwaxxasa~~xaa¥••••

8
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DANCE
FROZEN SUN

!:S.

OUNTAIN
~
CHALET ..o

p1'9Sent:

MUSIC BY:
GHOST ROSE

~

~

~

ASUNM. P.E.C: & FILM COMM!TTEE

.

~

4!l

~.

MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES

TYPING, reports, drawings, graphs, $2.00
hour. Mrs. L. Taylor, 4209 San Pedro
NE-Apt. 266, eall 294-7712, or leave at
apartment office with instructions. 8 /27
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION
student of Hector Garcia experienced
teacher. 765·5766.
8/31
. --~·
DANCE INSTRUCTION in BELEN &
BOSQUE FARMS. Ballet, jazz, tap, ac·
robatics. Instruction by Patricia An·
drcws, 10 yrs. Professional teaching experience. Registration Tues., Sept. 18,
noon•7 p.m., the Jaycee Hut, Belen. For
pre-registration cnll 256-3896 in Alb.,
869-2063 in Belen and BF,
LOOI<:ING FOR A ROOMMATE? Roommates Unlimited can find the right per·
son or Place for nearly everyone. Registration is Free. We're nt 3007 Central.
,Next door to Lobo Theatre. Open from
9-6 Mon-Sat, by Appt. 268-0905.
9/28

Griegos Road, Menaul and
Indian School crossing also will be
rebuilt at a later date. Closings to
allow the Santa Fe to rebuild the
crossings will be announced later,

O_R_S_A_L_E--:--:----:-:--:--:--

WATERDEDS. Furnish your Apt. for less
thun $60. Water Trips, 8407 Central
SE.
8/81
Lowest
I>AJNLESS PHOTOGRAPHY.
prices In town. Natural light, outdoors,
nt home. You, children, families, pets,
nrts & crnfts. Good crat:tsmnnshlp, fast
service. Ncar UNM. Cnll 265·2446 or
come to 1717 Glrnrd NE.
8/80
1963 CHEVY CamPer. Equipped. Rebuilt
en .. !ne. DEST Ol•'FER, 266 • 092 6, 9/10
"
8; 80
n.m.

6)

on Lomas will be squeezed into
the southern two lanes of Lomas
and Broadway from Mountain Rd.
to Lomas will be closed to
through traffic.
Beginning Sept. 4, .Lomas will
be completely closed where it
crosses the Santa Fe Railway Co.
tracks. It will remain closed for
about 10 days, while the Santa Fe
rebuilds that crossing,
After the crossing rebuilding,
the sewer installation will
continue to create a traffic
problem until about the end of
October.
City traffic engineers suggest
the following detours to avoid
delays in traveling past the
construction area:
-East bound on Lomas; turn
south on Third Street NW, to
Tijeras, then east to Interstate 25,
and by-pass the construction. Or,
go north on Second Street NW, to
Interstate 40 and proceed east.
· -West bound on Lomas: turn
south to Grand and by-pass the
construction, or go south on
Interstate 25 and avoid the
construction area.
The railroad crossing rebuilding
is being done as part of a $2.25
million project to lay 131-pound
welded rail from Griegos Road
south to the town of Lemitar.
The first crossing to be rebuilt
was Mountain Road, and should
be finished by Aug. 27, so
Mountain Road can handle some
of the by-pass traffic. If the
Mountain Road rebuilding isn't
finished by the anticipated date,
the sewer installation project will
be delayed until Mountain Road
C!Ul be opened to traffic.

z

YOU WON'T CLAP AT THIS ONEI
-PLUSThe tamous 1929 Marihuana Western "HIGH ON THE RANGE"
_-~t-~~09 2'akima Canut+, "World's Greatest Cowboy."
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277-2031

.;;

